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Abstract
The goal of this work is the speedy incorporation of the cryo-imaging into visual analytics for
practical medicine and biology, and creation a single solution for both managing visualization
and segmenting the data of cryo-imaging in natural colors. In this paper we used the
quantization and indexing of the natural colors for the cryo-imaging data as a basis for solving
two formulated in the article problems: 1) three times more memory for cryo-imaging data,
than for the same indexed data using palette; 2) the transparency control of real tissues which
are heterogeneous in color.
We showed here that: 1) when using a palette of 256 colors, built using Linde-Buzo-Gray
method, instead natural colors of femail dataset of Visible Human Project (VHP), the image
quality losses are not significant (PSNR=44 - invisible for human eye); 2) 3D image
quantization is not only the way to reduce dataset size – they showed about twice performance
improvement (in frames per second, fps) compared with the visualization of three-channel raw
data, and the best performance was achieved by loading the whole dataset as a single block
(up to 108.9 fps for the dataset and GeForce GTX 680); 3) the high resolution of cryo-images
makes rendering artifacts invisible to the human eye; after indexing the image quality is
enough and trilinear interpolation becomes unnecessary, because it increase PSNR up to 45.5
db only, but programmable trilinear interpolation leads to twice downfalls the performance;
the direct use of indices interpolation via hardware gives a the loss of the image quality which
noticeable to eye; 4) quantization of natural colors give us good possibilities in the both opacity
control and segmentation; a method for segmenting (classifying) a voxel tissue according to
the normalized histogram of the indexed colors (NHIC-method) from its neighborhood is
proposed and investigated (on the femail dataset from VHP); its possibilities were investigated
in the range of both the neighborhood radius and the decision making threshold.
We plan to continue research in this direction and create algorithms and software to turn NHIC
method into an open technology for cryo-imaging, biomedicine and education based on it.
Keywords: cryo-imaging, high resolution, visual analytics, scientific visualization,
segmentation, classification, opacity control

1. Introduction
The images generated by computed tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
exemplify types of data that actively used in the reconstruction of volume models for human
organs. Serious limitations in this and in the tomography visual analitics are made by the relatively
low accuracy of both computed and magnetic resonance tomography (of the order of 0.5 mm), as
well as a high level of noise in the image. At the same time, in recent years the area of cryoimaging is actively developing. This area is of exceptional importance for visual analytics in
biology and medicine, both in itself and in forms new invaluable opportunities for the creation and
personification of biological models. In presens of high resolution cryo-imaging atlas-data, the
role of the source of personal data can be successfully executed by the tomography or ultrasound.
It may be considered that modern cryo-imaging in the interest of human biology began with the
Visible Human Project (VHP), (2001) [1]. The VHP was conducted by the US National Library

of Medicine (NLM) and consisted in obtaining sectional images of the human body. The planning
of this project began in 1989. In 1994 the data set for the male model became available and, in the
following year, the female model was completed. In addition to the CT and MRI images, 1871
cryosections of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) images were collected. These images allow visualizing
the interior of the anatomical structures in true color. Two other similar projects followed: the
Visible Korean Human, (2006) [2] and the Virtual Chinese Human, (2006) [3]. The results of VHP
have found wide application in medical and biological education as part of the well-known digital
anatomical table from Anatomage (http://www.anatomage.com/table-alpha/). This table was first
handed over for experimental use and development at Stanford University in May 2011. Today
Anatomage offers 4 gross anatomy cases, more than 20 high resolution regional anatomy cases,
and more than 1000 pathological examples, including animal cases, with resolution from 0.4 up to
0.1 mm.
There is also a significant interest in imaging of small animals (Wilson, 2008) [4], particularly
mice since the genetic manipulation of mice is an extraordinary tool in modern biology. In parallel,
imaging techniques are being developed targeted specifically to the small animal (cryo-microtome
with section thickness adjustable between 2–40 μm and a maximum specimen dimension of
250mm×110mm×50mm). Unlike every other imaging technique, cryo-imaging allows to image
an entire mouse at micron order resolution. Such a high resolution may be estimated from the fact
that, for example, the width of one micro-column of the mouse brain cortex is about 22 microns.
Highest cryo-imaging resolution (micron-order) may be characterized also as close or the same as
possibilities for optical microscopy of tissue (as 3D histology) and of cell structures.
In 2011, the Russian version of the cryo-microtome with similar characteristics was patented in
Russia [5]. It was more budget variant without microscope on the base of special photocamera
Cannon 5D with lens Canon EF Macro USM:180 mm f/3.5, 4 800 x 2 600 pix. Parameters of
microtome: section thickness (depth of milling for each next layer) adjustable between 8–20 μm;
x,y-resolution = 8 μm (determined by camera); maximum specimen dimension 150mm×100mm×100mm) (Terpilovskiy, 2015) [6].
Thus the ideal rendering system should offer real time 3D visualization cryo-imaging data at a
very high native resolution (Roy, 2009-2010) [7,8]. Since the 90s, the Direct Volume Rendering
(DVR) shows itself as an efficient tool for the real time 3D visualization and analysis of volumetric
datasets such as tomogramms of different types, especially with growth of graphics cards
possibilities. So we can choose DVR as base for real time of color cryo-imaging scans. But there
are a number of features of color high-resolution cryo-scans that must be resolved by possibilities
of visualization software. These are the following features:
1) a large amount of raw data, which is usually impossible to place simultaneously in the memory
of the GPU;
2) 24-bit depth of the color range of the source data (3 channels x 8 bits per pixel): three times
more memory than the gray image;
3) the problem of controlling the transparency of the real tissues which are heterogeneous in color
and the associated problem of segmenting such tissues.
Problem 1 has a simpler solution: its solution is known on the basis of block decomposition of the
visualizing data volume (Gavrilov, 2012) [9]. However, it is useful to investigate its solution for
modern GPUs.

In order to solve the problem 2 and reduce three times the required memory, we can go from a
color image in True Colors to an indexed image via color quantization algorithms. Color
quantization algorithms may be grouped into splitting algorithms (Bloomberg, 2008) [10] and
clustering-based algorithms (Schneider, 2003) [11]. While the first group has the advantage of
having fast encoding algorithms, the second group gives much better quality, i.e. higher PSNR.
To obtain an optimal palette for our dataset we use Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [12, 13,
11].
Problem 3 was solved from the moment of the beginning of cryo-imaging and up to the present
time in one way or another: using only hues and baricentric coordinates with RGB-basis (Roy,
2009) [7]; using linear combination of color and color distance gradient (Gargesha, 2009) [14];
using color-difference nonlinear color models L*u*v* (Falk, 2017) [15]; .... Unfortunately, none
of the solutions can be considered complete and final. We will also investigate this problem in this
paper.
In all cases, we will be interested in the performance problem and how quantizing data can improve
performance and provide segmentation of cryo-image data.
2. 3D data from microtome cryo-images
There are two classes of cryo-imaging data: class of sub-millimeter resolution, and class of micron
resolution. First class of microtome cryo-images with sub-millimeter resolution result in gigabytes
of volumetric data. The Visible Human project [1] is creation of complete, anatomically detailed,
three-dimensional representations of the normal male and female human bodies. A male and a
female cadavers were frozen in a special box-camera with a contrast colored liquid and cut-off (or
by milling) layer by layer via unique precise microtome, and each of layer was photographed and
digitized in color. RGB photo images have higher resolution than CT or MR scans, thus requiring
more GPU memory and computational capacities for volumetric visualization. In this paper we
use the female dataset of size 920x840x561 voxels (1.3 Gb in True colors) with 0.33х0.33х0.66
millimeters voxel spacing (freely available at http://www.caskanatomy.info/browser).
An example of a second class of cryo-images with micron resolution is given in (Wilson, 2008)
[4], and also in (Roy, 2009-2010) [7, 8]. Potentially if we have the specimen dimension of
250mm×110mm×50mm= and uniform resolution equals 10 microne, than size of cryo-images (S)
will be about 4 TB. Real small mouse cryo-imaging data [4] stitched from tiles into 2D image
stacks amounted to a data size of >60 GB. One layer of russian cryo-microtome [5] give us 4800
x 2600 x 3B = 37.44 MB/Layer. End ordinary number of layers for a mouse such as 200 determines
size of cryo-images data equals about 7.5GB. Frequently such a large dataset cannot be loaded
fully in the GPU or CPU memory of the visualization workstation. In particulare the authors of [4]
converted the stack of images into a Large Data Access (LDA) volume inside there customized
AMIRA Visualization software.

3. Direct volume rendering for true-colored dataset
Direct volume rendering (DVR) is widely used in scientific visualization and medical imaging,
especially its GPU-based implementation. If source dataset is a set of true-colored high resolution
layers, then it is not needed to create statistically formed reference image (2015) [16] for quality
estimation of the result (Hore, 2010) [17]. We can use the source image as the reference-image.
But RGB-dataset require 3 bytes per voxel thus requiring gigabytes of GPU-memory to store them,

in the same time the texture mapping is also an efficient method to visualize this kind of data
(Huang, 2000) [18].
Since the voxels themselves are the colors, there is no need for a color transfer function. In order
to see internal data features somehow we have to assign an appropriate opacity value to each voxel,
which can be done using opacity transfer functions (OTF) [1, 7]. By default, for visual 3D
reconstruction, we can use, for example, an OTF-function in which the opacity is linearly depends
on the color brightness taking into account the sensitivity of the eye:
𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0.2126 ∙ 𝑅 + 0.7152 ∙ 𝐺 + 0.0722 ∙ 𝐵
As has been said, there are approaches in this area directed onto opacity control, which use the
linear combination of color and color distance gradient [14], or use special widgets to remove
specific colors in specific color spaces. As example, such widgets may be placed on a volume
histogram projected to either the chromaticity u’v’ of the CIE L*u*v* color space or the chroma
plane of YCBCR [15].

Figure1. Source female dataset section (left) and spatial Direct Volume Rendering via Ray Casting
technique with viewport 1000x1000 pixels, that was used for our benchmarks (right, default
opacity). Dataset from Visible Human Project (http://www.caskanatomy.info/browser) [1].

3.1 Color Image Quantization
Color quantization of 3D RGB images is essential, since we can reduce huge datasets by three still
retaining the colors [11]. The issue here is to minimize image quality losses, i.e. minimize the
difference between original image and the quantized one. PSNR metrics is usually used as the
criteria [17], whereas the varying parameter here is color table that contains 256 representative
colors, that represent the whole spectrum of original image colors. To compare RGB images PSNR
is calculated as follows:
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Here |fij – gij| is Euclidian distance between pixels fij and gij in RGB color space. N and M are width
and height of the images.
Color quantization algorithm Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) [1, 3, 6] to obtain optimal palette for our
dataset is an iterative method, practically identical to the K-means clusterization algorithm. On
each step it improves current palette, replacing each color xi in it with averaged image pixel colors,
that are represented by xi. Palette color represents the closest colors thus breaking RGB space into
256 voronoi diagram cells. Computationally it is advisable to use 3D colors histogram to calculate
PSNR on each step, since 3D image data is larger than 2563 cells histogram. The algorithm stops
when PSNR–increment less than a given threshold.
After running this algorithm several times with randomly generated starting palette we achieved
palette that quantize 3D image with PSNR = 44 db (sufficient quality for visualization). This good
result was possible due to comparatively small colors number in the original dataset: 57% of our
image space is background (black color). The rest of the colors have more or less equal frequency
in the dataset (Figure 3). In RGB space these colors form a thin compact region that occupies 0.2%
of RGB space. PSNR for the rendering result 2D image after quantization on Figure 1 (right) is
also high (45.5 db).

Figure 2. External surface in color-space that represents the dataset colors. Volume inside this
surface covers only 0.2% of RGB cube (left); 256 palette colors for image-colors quantization
(right).
The quality of the palette choice is confirmed by the fact that the palette contains even very rare
colors for this data set (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Palette colors for indexed 3D image, sorted by brightness. White curve shows the
frequency for each palette color in dataset.

3.2 Tri-linear interpolation
Trilinear 3D texture filtering allows for fast trilinear interpolation between voxels; this ability is
widely used in DVR algorithms for rendering scalar density fields, i.e. CT scans in medicine. Postclassification scheme (Mora, 2002) [19] produces much smoother surfaces than pre-classification
scheme, which is also called 3D texture mapping (Huang, 2000) [18]. In the high precision cryoimaging we have precise RGB input dataset and DVR-algorithm must use pre-classification
technique only, which interpolates source colors.
However, indexation scheme does not allow for automated 3D texture filtering since our texture
contains color indexes. We also can interpolate indexes: if we sort the colors in the color table by
their brightness as shown on Fig.3, in this case we can minimize artifacts. Still the resulting image
differs considerably from rendering of the original RGB dataset (PSNR=30.2). Furthermore, if
color dataset will contain big areas with blue or green colors then the difference would be even
greater, so we decided to interpolate colors via inside shader-program.

Figure 4. Rendering quantized dataset, with programmable color trilinear filtering (left); with
hardware index trilinear filtering (right).

Programmable trilinear interpolation affected performance considerably (see Table 1), even
though we applied the empty space skipping techniques and most of the traversal distance rays
performed “fast” samplings, i.e. one sampling from 3D texture only to check whether we should
start the regular volume data traversal. On the other hand, datasets from microtome are typically
huge which makes roughness of the nearest interpolation scheme less noticeable. Also, both local
shading and post-classification are unavailable – all this leads us to the conclusion that the decision
without interpolation at all would be the better choice for visualizing huge RGB volumetric
datasets.

3.3 Dataset decomposition into blocks
Decomposition into blocks is essential for DVR of huge datasets (Gavrilov, 2012) [9]. Firstly,
because there is a memory limit for a single 3D texture; in order to visualize the whole female
RGB dataset we had to break it into parts. Secondly, sometimes this division yields performance
improvement due to smaller texture sizes.

3.4 Results in quality and performance
For our benchmarks we used the coronal 1000x1000 pixels image view of the dataset, as shown
on Figure 1 (right). We compared three DVR approaches:
1) rendering of original RGB dataset, without quantization (its visualization can be considered
as ground truth for next two);
2) quantized dataset, without trilinear filtering (PSNR = 44 db);
3) quantized dataset, with programmable trilinear filtering (PSNR = 45.5 db).
We see that all three approaches visually give us the same result (Figure 5).
Additionally, we compared different block sizes to divide the dataset. The block of size 128³ and
lower led to rendering performance downfall. As results on Table 1 show, dataset subdivision give
us essential advatages: first of all because sometimes the whole RGB dataset failed to load into
GPU memory as a single block. In addition, modern GPUs work better with bigger texture blocks,
at least the time required to transmit rendering results for each single block one-by-one overweighs
the benefits for sampling from a smaller 3D texture. Quantization increased rendering performance
considerably (in average by 2.5 times). In all cases the best performance is shown when loading
the whole dataset in a single block, if it was possible.

Figure 5. Rendering of original RGB dataset, without quantization (left); rendering of quantized
dataset, without trilinear filtering (right)
Programmable trilinear interpolation coded in shaders affected performance considerably. Our
results show average rendering performance downfall by 1.7 times. However, for more complex
datasets, where the number of interpolations may grow, the downfall may increase up to 10-folds.
Block
size
246³
512³
1024³

GeForce GTX 850M
trilinear
RGB quantized filtering
2.6
7
5.1
3.3
15.2
8.7
18.6
9.6

RGB
17.3
27.5
35.6

GeForce GTX 580
trilinear
quantized filtering
34.7
20.4
61.7
33.2
68.9
33.6

RGB
22.2
33.3
50.1

GeForce GTX 680
trilinear
quantized
filtering
50.7
28.6
66.7
51.2
108.9
57.6

Table 1 – rendering performance results given in frames per second, using different GPUs and
block size choice. Tested three rendering algorithms: RGB – rendering of the source dataset
without compression; quantized – rendering of the indexed dataset, without voxel interpolation;
trilinear filtering – using programmable trilinear interpolation in shaders.

4. Problem of controlling the transparency of heterogeneous-in-color tissues and of
segmentation such tissues
We believe that the beginning of the solution of this most difficult of the three problems mentioned
above should be counted off from posing this problem as a problem of "implicit segmentation" of
tissues or even organs by color, that is, from publication (Gargesha, 2009) [14]. To compute
opacity for suitable opacity transfer functions (OTF), the authors use color and/or its gradient
values. All needed suitable OTFs were precomputed, and it allows one to select from among
multiple color and gradient feature detectors, and to do renderings within the Amira platform with
“implicit segmentation” of organs. However, such a set of pre-installed OTF may lose its
segmenting and control capabilities on any other set of cryo-images. Therefore, the search for a
solution to problem 3 continues at the present time.
We propose a solution of problem 3 on the basis of quantized color. By this way, each of the tissues
has a unique normalized hystogram of quantized colors (colol key of tissue). This vector key may
be the same along all the tissue, or in its local area only. For the determination of the tissue key
for the first time, we must point to the local point of the tissue and pick here sample of its texture.
This process can be organized similarly to working with the "Magic Wand" tool in an Adobe
Photoshop environment. The larger the area of living tissue, the more components will have its
key. We may see (Fig.6) examples of such normalized hystograms for Fat, Skin, Bones on the
background of the palette, and that there is sufficient difference between these hystograms. It
means that the hystogram can be used as a unique issue key.

Fat

Skin

Bones

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0

64

128

192

256

Figure 6. Normalized hystograms of Fat, Skin, Bones on the background of palette

The procedure for checking the visibility of a current voxel with this type of "tissue key" can not
be limited to sampling and testing the value of only its one. To make a decision, a representative
neighborhood of the current voxel must be selected. As such a neighborhood, we may study
neighborhoods in the form of a cube (or smoothed cube) with the size of the edge: 5, 7, 9. As a
criterion for making a decision, we use the scalar product of the "tissue key" by the vector of the
normalized histogram of the neighborhood of the current voxel (that like the action of a
perceptron). The images of the tissue keys and the size of the threshold for decision making must
be studied. Some results of such study we may see on the Fig.7 and Fig.8. From Fig.7 we see, that:
1) at t = 0.3 more than 90% of fat was removed, but there remained small single-color areas
corresponding to the colors of fat, but only in one of the spectral components of the "key"; 2)
decreasing of t from 0.3 to 0.2 leads to the fat residue significantly decreased; 3) an increase in the
size of the rib of the cubic tested area from only 5 to 7 leads to complete removal of fat on all area.
The most rational implementation of the procedure is as preprocessing with the possibility of
accumulating the result in the form of 3D masks turn-on (add) and turn-off (subtract) voxels. The
next example of the study is the visualization of only a given organ (tissue), also specified by the
"key"-spectrum of quantized colors. The dependence of the result on the array of values of two
parameters is investigated: the length of the edge of the sample cube (e); threshold value (t). The
results are shown on Fig. 8. You may see here that the inner part of the lungs is successfully
selected in using a cube with an edge 5 and a cube with an edge 9, but the cube "9" more
successfully segments the boundary tissues. The number of defects at the boundary decreases
along with the decrease in the threshold and is minimized at t = 0.1. The result of segmentation
and visualization is well controlled by parameters. Small areas of muscle with dark coloration are
also segmented (erroneously) as lung tissue. To eliminate this error, the muscles may be presegmented and then excluded from consideration by the appropriate mask.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 7. Control by cube edge size (e) and threshold (t) value for fat opacity changing in the
subtraction mask: a) source state; b) e=5, t=0.3; c) e=5, t=0.2; d) e=7, t=0.18

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 8. Control by the sampling cube edge value (e) and threshold value (t) for Lung opacity
changing in the addition mask: a) e=5, t=0.1; b) e=9, t=0.1; c) e=5, t=0.2; d) e=9, t=0.2;

Conclusion
The motivation of this work was the recognition of the importance of the speedy incorporation of
the cryo-imaging apparatus into practical medicine and biology, the importance for the full
development of these regions, includs the problem segmentation and quantification of 3D
abnormalities to automate diagnosis [16]. There was also an understanding of the need for a single
solution for managing visualization and for segmenting the initial data of cryo-imaging.
In this paper we used the quantization and indexing of the natural color of initial data of the cryoimaging as a basis for solving two formulated at the beginning of the article problems: 1) three
times more memory for cryo-imaging data, than for the same data using palette; 2) the transparency
control of real tissues which are heterogeneous in color.
Also, as a result of the study, we found that:




When using a palette of 256 colors, built using Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) method, instead
natural colors of femail dataset of Visible Human Project (VHP), the image quality losses
are not significant (PSNR=44 - invisible for human eye).
The results of performance measurement showed that 3D image quantization is not only
the way to reduce dataset size – they showed about twice performance improvement (in
frames per second, fps) compared with the visualization of three-channel raw data, and the
best performance was achieved by loading the whole dataset as a single block:
GeForce GTX 580 GeForce GTX 680
RGB
indexed RGB indexed
68.9
50.1
108.9
Performance [fps] 35.6





The high resolution of cryo-images makes rendering artifacts invisible to the human eye.
After indexing the image quality is enough and trilinear interpolation is not needed,
because it increase PSNR up to 45.5db only, but programmable trilinear interpolation leads
to twice downfalls the performance; the direct use of indices interpolation via hardware
gives a the loss of the image quality which noticeable to eye.
Quantization of natural colors give us good possibilities in the both opacity control and
segmentation. A method for segmenting (classifying) a voxel tissue according to the
normalized histogram of the indexed colors (NHIC-method) from its neighborhood is
proposed and investigated (on the femail dataset from VHP). Its possibilities were
investigated in the range of both the neighborhood radius and the decision making
threshold.

It is also clear that it is necessary to continue research in this direction and create algorithmic and
software to turn this method into an open technology of cryo-imaging, biomedicine and education
based on it.
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